
Play-Calling - Offense 

 

Running Plays 

Run 

Normal offensive mode the computer determines whether a run is inside or outside.  In hurry-up or 

slow-down modes, the user has that choice to make.  An outside run has slightly more chance of losing 

greater yardage, as well as obviously having more chance of ending out of bounds and stopping the 

clock. 

 

Option Play 

The option play is an outside run where the QB may pitch to the RB/HB or elect to keep the ball himself. 

To call the option play you need to a) decide who is the intended ball-carrier (QB or RB) and then b) the 

RB involved in the option play.  If the defense keys the intended ball-carrier then the QB may change 

the play.  This depends on the RPG rating of the QB.  A RPG of 13+ will switch away from a key 80% of 

the time, a RPG of 7 to 12 65% of the time, a RPG of 1 to 6 50% of the time and a RPG of 0 will never 

switch.  For every level the WH rating falls, the QB moves down one level above.  Note that a fullback 

or blocking back cannot be part of an option play. 

 

Short Yardage Run 

Specific running play designed for use with 1 or 2 yards required for a touchdown.  Highly 

recommended to bring two tight-ends into the formation, as well as using a running back with a high TD 

rating. 

 

QB Run 

A planned run from scrimmage by the QB.  This differs from a scramble in that the intention is to run 

the ball, not pass the ball.  Only called runs reduce a QB's CG rating, and can be affected by their WH 

adjustment. 

 

End-Around Run 

Here the QB usually fakes a hand-off to a running back, but actually tosses the ball to a wide receiver 

who is running parallel to the line of scrimmage.  He then attempts to cut upfield outside the offensive 

line.  It is a risky play which is liable to a significant loss, but can also catch a defense by surprise.  Not 

recommended close to your own goal-line. 

 

QB Sneak 

The QB keeps the ball from the snap and follows the center as he tries to penetrate into the opponent's 

defensive line.  This will generally result in a 0 or 1 yard gain and is only useful when 1 yard is needed 

for a 1
st

 down or a touchdown. 

 

QB Kneel 

This is only available in slow-down mode.  Here the QB takes the snap and immediately kneels down for 

a 1 yard loss.  The advantage of the play is that it takes the maximum time off the clock and ensures 

that a turnover does not occur.  This is only useful in the closing minutes of a half or game when 

leading.  This is turned off by default for years prior to 1988. 

 

Passing Plays 



Long Pass 

The most spectacular passing play in football.  The ball is thrown 30-35 yards downfield, hopefully to a 

receiver in full stride, and the gain for a completed pass is 35-40 yards but with an increased chance of an 

interception. Not available inside your opponent's 25 yard line. 

 

Medium Long Pass 

The ball is thrown 15-20 yards downfield and the gain is around 20 yards. Not available inside your 

opponent's 10 yard line. 

 

Medium Pass 

The ball is thrown around 10 yards downfield and the gain is around 15 yards. 

 

Medium Short Pass 

The ball is thrown around 5 yards downfield and the gain is around 10 yards. 

 

Short Pass 

The ball is thrown around, or behind the line of scrimmage, and any gain is hugely dependant on the 

defense called. 

 

Screen Pass 

For this play several linemen and the intended receiver move to one side of the field after the snap.  

The ball is thrown to the receiver and the linemen form a blocking wedge in front of him.  It can be very 

effective against a team which blitzes a lot.  The usual receiver is a running back.  On average a gain of 

5 yards, but if correctly used, can end up with significantly longer gains. 

 

Hail Mary 

This is only available as the last play of a half or a game, when the ball is between the 30 yard lines.  

The QB sends all receivers downfield and tries to throw the ball into the end-zone in the hope that one 

of his players catches it for an improbable touchdown. 

 

End Zone Throw 

This is only available as the last play of a half or a game, when the ball is within 20 yards of the 

opponent's end-zone.  The QB throws a pass into the end-zone, ensuring that if it is caught it will be a 

touchdown.  There is a reduced chance of a completion as the QB will have much less time to consider 

his options as all his receivers will be covered, as the defense will be aware of what he is going to do. 

 

Option Pass 

Here the running back will get the hand-off and pass downfield.  It is a risky play where success 

generally depends on the element of surprise. 

 

Additional Options 

There are a number of additional play-calling options, some of which are only available at certain points 

of the game.   

 

Play-Action Pass 

Calling a play-action pass will benefit you when you are facing either a short-yardage, run defense, AP 

defense+run key or run blitz, but you will be penalised when facing pass defences or blitzes.  There is 

additional benefit if you call a long play-action pass in a favorable situation. 



 

Inside/Outside Passes 

These are available inside the last 5 minutes of a half when in Super Hurry-Up mode OR if the 

'inside/outside run' season option has been selected.  One of the benefits of hurry-up mode is that you 

had the choice to specify an inside or outside run. Now that option is also available to a pass.   

Calling OUT will 'instruct' the player to specifically look to go out of bounds, even at the expense of some 

yardage. This increases the OB chance, but plays which go OB due to this strategy will have their yards 

gained reduced. 

Calling IN on a passing play significantly reduces the OB chance.   

 

Fake Field Goal 

The holder (backup QB) will run or pass.  The chances for success decrease as the chances for a 

successful FG decrease. 

 

Punt Options 

Delay Of Game 

This option will run the play clock down and penalise the offense 5 yards. 

 

Intentional Safety 

Available inside the last 5 minutes of the 4th quarter on 4th down when inside own 15 yard line. This 

option is linked to a punt and will not directly call the safety.  Click the button to toggle it to red, and 

you will find that punting is the only option now available. Select punt to run the play, or toggle the 

safety off to make the other plays available again (including a normal punt). 

 

Safe Punt 

This is available when punting from within your own half. This option allows you to potentially avoid the 

threat of good punt returners.  It simulates the punter either trying kicking out-of-bounds, or trying to 

kick a high punt to allow the coverage to get downfield quickly - increasing the chance of a fair catch. 

 

The downside to the strategy is that the length of a punt is reduced, so your decision whether or not to 

use this strategy will be based on negating the return threat against giving the opponent's better field 

position. 

 

Max Protect 

This option drastically reduces the chance of a punt being blocked.  However, it also increases the 

chance of the opponents returning the ball further. 

 

Fake Punt 

A standard fake punt is available for all punters.  This may result in a run by the punter, a pass by the 

punter or a run by a backup running back.  It is only available outside the opponent's 35 yard line and 

on 4th down.  It can be defended by the watch fake defense. 

 

 

Only One fake (punt OR field goal) can be called in any one game. 

 

Play-Calling – Defense 



 

Standard Run Defenses 

Run Defense  

The defense is expecting a run. In current football terminology it is best to think of this defense as “eight 

men in the box”. In other words the free safety is disregarding his responsibilities for pass coverage and 

is up near the line of scrimmage playing for the run. This means that no double coverage is allowed and 

that the defense is vulnerable to longer passes. This defense should always be accompanied by a run key 

on a RB to maximize its effectiveness against a run. There is no penalty for an incorrect run key with a 

run defense. Unlike incorrect double coverage, there are no penalties for incorrect run keys. Since the 

defense is playing for the run, a pass key is not allowed.  A run defense also protects to a degree against 

runs of 3-8 yards reducing many of them to minimal or no gain.  However it can increase the chance of 

a long gain. 

 

Inside Run Defense 

The defense is expecting an inside run.  If the offense calls an inside run then the defense is more 

effective than a run defense.  But if the offense calls an outside run, the defense is less effective and a 

correct run key is ignored. 

 

Outside Run Defense 

The defense is expecting an outside run.  If the offense calls an outside run then the defense is more 

effective than a run defense.  But if the offense calls an inside run, the defense is less effective and a 

correct run key is ignored. 

 

Run Blitz 

The defense is expecting a run.  However it is not the free safety playing for the run, but one of the 

linebackers who is looking to burst through the line to make the tackle.  No run key, double coverage 

nor pass key are allowed.  Unlike a run defense, calling a run blitz makes the defense more vulnerable 

to short and medium-short passes (with the gaps vacated by the linebacker) rather than the longer 

passes (with the free safety in his usual position). 

 

Neutral Defenses 

All Purpose   

The defense is neither expecting a run nor a pass. It is a neutral defense which generally has no effect on 

the play called. It has negative effects on draw plays and screen passes since those plays are based on 

deception, i.e. their success depends on the defense playing for the pass. An All Purpose defense allows 

either a key on a RB or double coverage of a receiver.  It does not allow for the use of an extra 

defensive back.  

 

All Purpose - Tight   

The defense is neither expecting a run nor a pass. However the defensive backs are lined up tight on the 

WRs. This is a good defense against  against medium-short or short passes, but the defense is weak 

against medium or longer passes. An All Purpose-Tight defense allows either a key on a RB or double 

coverage of a receiver.  It does not allow for the use of an extra defensive back.  

Standard Pass Defenses 

Blitz One Linebacker (BLB) 



The defense is attempting to pressure the QB (increasing the chances that he is hurried on medium 

passes or longer) by sending a linebacker to rush the passer. This also reduces the chances for a 

completion on any pass play which takes some time to develop (medium short or longer), providing 

pressure is put on the QB (hurried or having to throw to a secondary receiver). However a completed 

pass will go for more yardage because there is one less defensive player available in the secondary to 

make the tackle. This defense is also vulnerable to short passes (screens, flares, quick tosses) since there 

is one less linebacker available to help out on these plays. No keys or double coverage are allowed.  

Tight or normal coverage is allowed and if the QB is not hurried the effects will be similar to the effects 

of these pass defences with no blitz. 

 

Blitz Free Safety (BFS) 

This defense is similar to Blitz One LB as the defense is attempting to pressure the QB. The major 

difference is that the defense is more likely to yield a big gain on the longer passes, if the offense 

manages to complete them. The free safety (FS) generally guards against long gains but is blitzing 

instead. No keys or double coverage are allowed. This defense is not as vulnerable to shorter passes as 

Blitzing One LB.  Tight or normal coverage is allowed and if the QB is not hurried the effects will be 

similar to the effects of these pass defences with no blitz. 

 

Blitz All  

The defense is attempting to place maximum pressure on the QB by blitzing linebackers and a defensive 

back. This defense will increase the chance that a QB is hurried on medium passes or longer by 20% and 

by 10% on shorter passes. The defense becomes vulnerable to longer gains on all types of passes, if the 

offense can manage to complete the pass to the initially selected receiver. Tight or normal coverage is 

allowed and if the QB is not hurried the effects will be similar to the effects of these pass defences with 

no blitz.  

 

Bump and Run  

The defense is expecting a shorter pass and the defensive backs are lined up tight on the WRs. It is a 

valuable defense against an offense which features a short passing attack, but becomes more vulnerable 

as the pass length increases. However it is not quite as vulnerable against longer passes as an all purpose 

with tight coverage. That’s because the defensive line is playing for the pass in a bump and run 

potentially leaving less time for the QB to set up for a longer pass. As with all pass defences this “pass 

rush” by the defensive line makes the defense more susceptible to all running plays, especially draws. If 

an offense has just one deep threat it can be useful to call a Bump and Run then double cover this 

receiver. Pass Keys on RBs are allowed since all the linebackers are not assisting with pass coverage on 

the WRs/TEs.  

 

Standard Man 

The defense is expecting a pass with the linemen attempting to rush the passer and the linebackers and 

defensive backs in pass coverage. Unlike the bump and run defense the defensive backs are playing 

slightly off the line of scrimmage. Thus, this defense is most effective against medium passes.  

 

Soft Man  

The defense is expecting a pass with the linemen attempting to rush the passer and the linebackers and 

defensive backs in pass coverage. The defensive backs are playing quite far off the line of scrimmage. 

This makes them more vulnerable to short and medium short passes but provides more protection 

against longer passes.  

 

Standard Zone  



The defensive line is rushing the passer and the linebackers and defensive backs are dropping into zone 

coverage. However the drops are not very deep unlike the “deep zone” coverage described below. A 

standard zone provides some protection against longer passes but makes the defense somewhat 

vulnerable to short and medium short passes. No keys or double coverage are allowed in a Standard 

Zone since the defense is not using man-to-man coverage on the receivers. Not available when 

defending inside your own 15 yard line. 

 

Deep Zone  

The defense is expecting a longer pass with the linebackers and safeties taking deep drops. This makes 

them especially vulnerable to short and medium short passes but provides even more protection against 

longer passes than a regular zone.  A Deep Zone has no effect on medium passes unless an extra 

defensive back has been brought into the game. An extra DB allows better coverage of the “medium” 

zones.  No keys or double coverage are allowed in a Deep Zone since the defense is not using 

man-to-man coverage on the receivers. Not available when defending inside your own 15 yard line. 

 

Pass Prevent  

This defense is dropping way back to guard against longer passes. It is essentially a deep, deep zone 

defense with no keys or double coverage. It allows the offense to move the ball through shorter passes 

and runs but generally prevents any big gains on these plays.  Not available when defending inside your 

own 30 yard line 

 

Keying 

Run Key 

Here, the defense targets an offensive running back (or the quarterback), expecting them to run the ball.  

A runner who is correctly keyed has a chance of being 'stopped cold' for no-gain.  The chance of this 

occurring depends on the current WH (Work-horse) rating of the runner.  High WH rated runners (A 

being the best) gain most of their yardage in real life when keyed anyway, so they have less of a chance 

of being stopped, while an E rated runner will be stopped significantly more frequently.  A run key can 

be called in a Short Yardage, Run or All Purpose defense.  Run Keys have no effect if the keyed runner 

receives a pass instead. 

 

Pass Key 

Here, the defense keeps a specific eye on a running back, who they think will catch the ball.  A Pass Key 

can be called on a RB in the same situations that DC can be called on a receiver. One or the other can be 

chosen but not both unless there are extra defensive backs in the game. A pass key on a RB has the same 

effects as DC does on a receiver, including bonuses to other non-RB receivers for an incorrect pass key. 

 

Double Coverage (DC) 

Here the defensive backs will 'double-up' on a specific receiver.  Correctly DCing the receiver will 

increase the chance of an interception, reduce the chance of a completion and also reduce the number 

of yards gained if the catch is made.  The effect of the DC is dependent on the current Primary Receiver 

Rating (PRR).  Highly rated receivers (A being the best) do much of their work in double coverage 

anyway, so the effects are less for them.  DCing the wrong receiver will increase the chance of a 

completion.  This effect is larger for a medium long and long passes. Incorrect DC will also increase the 

yardage on a completed medium long or long pass.  

 

One added factor built into SAT is the chance that a quarterback may switch away from a receiver who is 

double-covered.  This has three benefits to the defense.  One, it changes the receiver,  two, it 



increases the chance of a hurry as the QB looks for a secondary receiver and three it reduses the 

completion chances on teh throw to the secondary receiver.  Double coverage can be called in either 

All Purpose defense (regular or tight) and in all of the non-zone pass defences. 

 

Triple Coverage (TC) 

This option is available when 2 double-coverages are allowed, and will display once a single DC is 

selected. You can then click the Tpl option to select triple-coverage. 

The penalties for triple coverage are stronger that DC.  However, the penalties for a wrong 

triple-coverage are double those of incorrect DC.  The logic is that the defense will be strong in one 

specific area of the field, but less likely to be able to cover the other areas as successfully as with 2 DCs. 

 

**/* Rated Cornerbacks 

Corner backs with two   ** will provide additional benefits to the defense beyond what they contribute 

to the team defensive ratings. 

 

A **CB will be assigned by SAT to cover the top WR (TE not included) of the opposing team. The receiver 

he is covering will be designated by a ** on the defensive play calling screen. There are three benefits of 

having a SDCB. 

1. Any time that receiver is selected as the target by the offense there is a 50% chance that the QB 

will look for a secondary receiver. When a shift to a secondary receiver occurs it will be clearly 

indicated in the play by play.  

2. There is normally a bonus in SAT for incorrect double coverage (DC). For example if the defense 

is double covering Smith and the ball is thrown to Jones, Jones tends to receive some benefit 

because of the incorrect DC. These bonuses do NOT apply for incorrect DC on the receiver being 

covered by a **CB. In other words the **CB is fully capable of covering the receiver without 

benefit of DC. 

3. Any pass thrown to a receiver being covered by a **CB will have a reduced chance for a 

completion equivalent to the normal DC penalty. 

 

A CB with one asterisk will produce only effects 1 and 3 and the chances of looking for a secondary 

receiver and the reduced chance of completion will be half that of a ** CB.  

 

If a team has two ** CBs or one **CB and one *CB the 2nd best receiver will be covered by the 2nd **CB 

(or by the * CB) and the effects listed above will apply.  This receiver may be a tight end. 

 

If a team has 3 asterisked CBs, the third will only be effective against a 4+ Receiver formation where 3+ 

receivers are WRs 

 

None of the effects apply if the defense plays a zone (regular zone, deep zone or pass prevent). 

 

Shadow QB 

Shadowing a QB means that a linebacker will be designated to watch the QB moving in the pocket.  This 

option affects the play when a QB scrambles or is selected to run.  If he does then there is a 90% 

chance that the play result will be subject to a DN3 result.  However, shadowing the QB has a 

detrimental effect when facing a MS or S pass. 

 

Sidelines Defense 

This option is available when the offense can switch to hurry-up mode and can be used to counter an 

offensive outside pass.  Calling sidelines against an outside pass will benefit the defense.  Calling 



sidelines against an inside pass will benefit the offense.  Calling a normal defense will have no effect on 

either type of pass. 

 

Aggressive Defense 

This option is available in the last 5 minutes of the game when trailing or leading by less than a 

touchdown.  It can be used in conjunction with any defense.  It doubles the chance of a fumble and 

adds 4% to the chance of an interception as the defense is looking for a turnover.  However, 

completion chances are increased by 8% , there is an automatic UP2 on completed pass yardage and 

runners ratings are increased by 10. This is very much a desperation defense when it is critical to force a 

turnover. 

 

Extra Defensive Backs 

Certain defenses allow the addition of an extra DB.  This gives the defense two more DBs than the 

offense has receivers, keeping in mind that the defense always has at least one more DB than the 

offense has receivers because of the free safety.  Using an extra DB has benefits in that in that two 

receivers can be double-covered, or in the case of the Blitz defenses where 1 defender is blitzed one DC 

is allowed.  On those defenses where a Pass Key can be called, an extra DB will allow either 2 DCs or 1 

DC and 1 PK (here the extra DB takes up the PK duties).  So, on any play, a maximum of two players can 

be keyed for a pass.  Extra DBs can be called in a Bump and Run, Standard Man, Soft Man, Blitz 1 LB, 

Blitz FS and the Standard and Deep Zone defenses. Extra DBs are assumed when a Pass Prevent defense 

is called. 

 

The penalty for incorrect double coverage can be avoided if one receiver is double-covered AND an extra 

DB is brought into the game, leaving one of your DBs still 'free' to cover throws away from the 

double-covered receiver. 

 

Punt Return Defense 

When facing a punt, the defense has five options available. 

 

Normal 

This is a neutral defense where all outcomes will happen with ‘average’ frequency. 

 

Return 

The defense sets up for the return.  A reduced chance of a fair catch, but with less pressure on the 

punter there is a chance of increased punt length.  The punt cannot be blocked but there is a chance of 

longer return. 

 

Rush 

This is an all-out rush to try and block the punt.  Increased chance of a block and also increased chance 

of a personal foul penalty.  There is an increased chance of a fair catch and also increased chance of a 

shorter return. 

 

Watch Fake 

The defense is expecting a fake punt.  There is an extremely good chance that a fake will fail.  If there 

is no fake then there is a chance of a longer punt, higher chance of a fair catch and chance of a shorter 

return. 

 



Let Ball Roll 

The defense doesn’t field the ball. There is a significant chance of additional roll, but a possibility that the 

roll will actually favour the defense. 

Timing and Clock Management 

 

Timing 

The original game system used four timing figures for plays: 

36s - All inbound runs/completed passes. 

24s - All plays where clock is re-started following OB or penalties. 

12s - All plays where the clock was stopped (including all changes of possession). 

0s - Delay of game where clock was originally stopped or penalty before the play in the same 

circumstance. 

 

SAT uses the same concept, but adds a random factor to the timing, as well as providing different timing 

values for the various eras, and adjusting the timing for particularly long yardage plays. 

 

 A timeout in SAT will take around 10 seconds off the clock depending on the length of the 

previous play. 

 A spike will take approximately 16 seconds following the previous play. 

 A ball thrown OB to stop the clock will take approximately 18 seconds following the previous 

play. 

 A QB Kneel consumes 42 seconds. 

 

When managing the clock in the final minute, you should be aware that SAT bases the length of the play 

on the actual length (and type) of play.  An incomplete long pass takes longer than an incomplete short 

pass.  A scramble followed by a 40 yard run takes longer than a standard 1 yard run.  So you need to 

take into account the time left when deciding what play to call. 

 

Inside the final 30 seconds a team in hurry-up (or super hurry-up) will do its utmost to minimise the time 

between plays. 

 

When the offense is in slow-down mode, a full (36s) play will take on average 3 seconds longer, and will 

be more likely to be of a consistent length. 

 

When the offense is in hurry-up mode, the timing effect depends on the number of consecutive full plays 

run.  On the first full play, 18 seconds is taken off the play time, on the second consecutive full play, 12 

seconds is taken off and for the 3
rd

 or subsequent full play no adjustment is made. 

 

The Paced Offense 

The options to pace the offense are available at any time in the game when hurry-up is not available.  

You have the option to run the offense at a fast pace or at a slow pace.  This simply has the effect of 

reducing each play (where the clock is not stopped) by 4 seconds when using a fast pace, and to use the 

slow-down timing when using a slow pace 

 

The Hurry-Up Offense (HU) 



The hurry-up offense is available in SAT during the final five minutes of the second quarter or 

sudden-death overtime, and during the entire fourth quarter.  It is also an option for the 3rd quarter. 

The principle behind HU is that the offense is trying to run as many plays as possible.  It will generally 

be used in conjunction with a switch to a more pass-oriented offense. 

 

The hurry-up strategy is vitally important if you need to move the ball quickly. The offense needs to 

assess the benefits of an increased number of plays against the probable reduction in yards gained, and 

when (if) to go into SHU mode. A correct defensive call to counter the offense's outside strategy might 

well be the difference between winning and losing. 

 

Inside / Outside Runs 

When in HU, you have the option to specifically call an inside or outside run rather than letting the 

computer decide for you. 

 

Timing Adjustments 

This simulates the QB calling multiple plays in a huddle and the team generally hustling to the line of 

scrimmage after a play.  After a 36s play during HU, the play-time is reduced by 18 seconds.  A second 

consecutive 36s play is only reduced by 12 seconds, and a third (or subsequent) consecutive 36s play is 

not reduced at all.  The more plays run without the clock stopping, the less the benefit of HU, since 

offenses become more disorganised and need more time to re-group.  Having said that, three 

consecutive 36s plays in hurry-up mode probably means bad clock management. 

 

Use of Out of Bounds 

In HU there is an increased chance of a play ending up out of bounds and stopping the clock. However, 

plays going OB as a result of the HU strategy are subject to a reduction in yards gained. 

 

The Super Hurry-Up Offense (SHU) 

Super hurry-up is available in the final 5 minutes of each half (or overtime).  It effectively moves the 

offense up a further gear in its effort to preserve time on the clock. All the effects of HU still apply, along 

with the following additions. 

 

Outside Runs 

In SHU, the chance of the play going OB is further increased (with the same yards penalty if SHU was the 

cause of the play going OB).  

 

Passes 

For all passing plays, there is now a specific choice to call an outside or inside pass.  An outside play will 

have a very high chance of going OB, but again with a yardage penalty.  An inside play will have a very 

high chance of remaining inbounds.   

 

Outside Defenses 

An IO (inside/outside) button becomes available to the defense at the same time as HU becomes 

available to the offense.  This enables the following strategies to be used. 

 

Rushing 

When keying a runner, the defense can specifically call an inside run key (IRK) or an outside run key 

(ORK).  Keying the correct run will increase the chance of the runner being successfully keyed, and 



keying the wrong run will reduce the chance of the runner being successfully keyed. You can still elect to 

use a standard run key in any situation. 

 

Passing 

The defense can elect to guard the sidelines against an outside pass.  If this option is chosen and an 

outside pass is thrown, then adjustments are made to the play result which favor the defense.  If an 

inside pass is thrown then the adjustments favor the offense.  This option cannot be called with a short 

yardage, run, run blitz or standard blitz defense. 

 

Clock-Watch 

Clock-watch refers to the ability of either team to call a timeout or other clock-management plays.  

With clock-watch turned on, a team will be able to call time-outs and spike/throw the ball OB after a 

play.  Clock-watch is switched on with 4 minutes left in a half or in sudden-death overtime.   

 

 Time-outs will mean that the previous play will stop the clock at the conclusion of the play 

(normally under 10 seconds), but can only be called on plays which would take longer than 10 

seconds without the time-out.   

 Spiking the ball will stop the clock (as for the timeout), and the spike itself will take a maximum 

of 7 seconds as well.   

 If the season doesn’t allow a spike then the throw-OB will take a maximum of 12 seconds. 

 

A special offensive time-out called Run-Down is available if the last play would end the quarter/game 

without a time-out being called.  This has the effect of stopping the clock with 4 seconds left, and 

would normally be used when in field goal range where you do not want to allow your opponents to gain 

possession of the ball again.  Eg.  With 30 seconds left, the last play was a completed pass.  This 

would end the game, but a timeout would leave at least 23 seconds left.  A run-down time-out would 

stop the clock at 4 seconds, allowing a FG to be kicked, and be the final play of the game.  If the FG was 

kicked with 23 seconds there would be around 10 seconds left for the opposition to possibly call two 

offensive plays. 

 

When clock-watch is ON the commentary will show how long the play will take without a timeout to help 

you in your clock management. 

 

Summary of Effects 

 

Consecutive Full (36s) Plays 

1 2 3 4 5 

-18s -12s n/a n/a n/a 

 

Out of Bounds - Outside Run 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Normal         OB  OB 

Hurry-Up        OB* OB OB* OB 

SHU    OB* OB* OB* OB* OB OB* OB 

(OB* Results in additional DN1 on yards) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Out of Bounds - Pass 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Normal       OB  OB  OB 

Hurry-Up   OB*  OB*  OB  OB  OB 

SHU-Outside  OB*  OB* OB* OB OB* OB OB* OB 

SHU-Inside          OB 

(OB* Results in additional DN1 on yards) 

 

Outside Strategies 

Run 

 Inside Key Outside Key 

Inside Run +10% -10% 

Outside Run -10% +10% 

 

Pass 

 Regular Defense Outside Defense 

Inside Pass No effect +4/-1 

Outside Pass  No effect -4/+1 

 

 


